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1. To discuss the history of computer virus
outbreaks.

2. To examine the difference between
computer worms and viruses.

3. To discover the various types of computer
worms and viruses and how to protect a
computer.

4. To assess the consequences associated
with computer worms and viruses.
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• Introduction to Computer
Worms & Viruses

• History of Computer Worms
& Viruses

• Protecting Against Computer
Worms & Viruses
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• Is a malicious computer program created by a user
with objectives to harm or steal another’s property

• Is also referred to as Malware
• Is important for users to be aware of
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Computer Virus: a malicious computer program 
created by a user with objectives to harm or steal 
another’s property

• Is a piece of code attaching itself to a larger, more
frequently used program 
– it then modifies the program
– this is referred to as “piggybacking”

• Is active and running only when the host program is
active

• Is designed to multiply and infect other programs the
computer runs

• Protect themselves by hiding in a host program
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Host Program: a large, frequently run program 
attached to the virus
Piggybacking: the act of a computer virus attaching 
itself to another computer program



• Begins to carry out whatever malicious activity it 
is supposed to, once it has multiplied and 
infected other programs
– the malicious activity is known as the payload

• Can spread fast, slow or not spread at all
– if the virus programmer made an error in 

designing the virus then it will not spread at all
• Can remain dormant in a computer until a 

specified time
• Can delete all data and files on a computer
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Payload: the malicious activity a computer virus or 
worm is designed to do

• Can affect different parts of the computer
– such as:

• the hard drive
• a CD/DVD drive
• any type of storage device

• Can spread through virtually any 
computer to server or computer to 
computer contact
– Examples of spreading medians:

• Internet
• downloading attachments or music
• CD or thumb drive 8

• Is an independent program 
– it does not attach itself to files or programs

• Is classified by two types:
– a network worm
– a host worm
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Computer Worm: an independent program 
which multiplies itself by copying a segment of 
itself onto another computer

• Can contain malicious instructions to 
hinder a computer’s performance

• Uses flaws or holes in the network to 
gain access to individual computers
– this gives worms the ability to move 

extremely fast through a network infecting 
computers
• it could possibly infect an entire network of 

computers within seconds
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• Multiplies by copying a segment of itself onto another 
computer over a network
– the segments of the worm, on various computers 

in a network, remain in contact with each other
– if one segment of the worm fails or is removed, 

then the other remaining segments must find 
another computer, prepare it for the worm and 
then add the segment to the rest of the worm

– this is how the worm moves through a network
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Network Worm: a computer worm which copies 
different segments of itself to computers linked 
together in a network

• Is completely contained on one running computer
• Copies itself to another computer through a 

network
• Deletes itself from the original computer, once it 

has moved to another computer
• Does not fragment or segment itself 

– a network worm does run different segments of 
itself on different computers
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Host Worm: a computer worm which copies itself to 
another computer in a network and then deletes itself 
completely from the previous computer in which it was 
contained



• Include:
– they both usually contain malicious instructions

• designed to harm a computer and annoy a user
– they cause an increasing amount of damage

• the more computers the worms or viruses infect 
the more computers they have access to infect 
by networking
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• Include:
– protecting themselves by hiding in host programs 

or changing their appearance to evade detection
– destroying evidence of their presence and 

wrongdoings
– spreading through a network, the Internet, 

software, e-mails or memory devices (such as a 
rewritable CD)

– causing system or network slowdowns
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• Include:
– a virus requires a host program

• a worm is an independent program
– a virus modifies other programs

• a worm usually does not
– a virus only executes when the host 

program is running
• a worm is always active
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• Include:
– a virus uses host programs to replicate

• a worm replicates itself over a network
– a virus needs to be activated or downloaded (such 

as a virus sent through e-mail, it must be double-
clicked in order for it to be able to run)
• a worm does not need to be activated

– it will move or copy itself to a computer 
without the user’s knowledge
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Virus

• requires host program
• modifies other programs
• only active when host is 

active
• uses host to replicate
• requires user involvement 

to be activated or 
downloaded

Worm

• independent program
• does not modify other 

programs
• always active and running 

on the computer
• self replicating over a 

network
• copies itself to a computer 

without the users 
permission or knowledge

• Is a malicious program disguised in a seemingly 
innocent program

• Is an analogy referencing the “Trojan Horse” used 
by the Greeks to obtain access to the city of Troy
– The Greeks were losing in the battle to overtake the 

city of Troy, so their leader, Odysseus, built a 
seemingly innocent giant wooden horse with a hollow 
belly, large enough for soldiers to hide in. He offered it 
to the Trojans as a sign of peace. The Trojans 
accepted the gift and celebrated their victory. Then at 
night while they were sleeping, the Greeks snuck out of 
the horse, which they were hiding in, and took the city 
of Troy. 
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Trojan Horse: a malicious program disguised inside of 
another program seemingly beneficial or harmless 



• Will generally gain access to administrative 
areas on a computer
– once it has gained access to these areas, it will 

create a back door
– this gives the creator of the Trojan horse 

unauthorized access to the user’s computer and 
the information it contains

• Will sometimes monitor keystrokes and 
browsing activity
– this information is sent to companies sending the 

user content and information they did not request
• Can be discreet

– meaning they do not leave any trace of their 
presence
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• Began in 1949 when John Von 
Neumann wrote a paper called “Theory 
and Organization of Complicated 
Automata”
– this paper assumed a computer program 

could self-replicate
– this theory was later called “Core Wars”
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• Became a reality in 1982 when the first virus called 
the “Elk Cloner” was created by Rich Skrenta
– The virus created by Skrenta was created as a 

prank on his friends. He modified floppy disks 
containing games or software which were 
swapped within his group of friends. Instead of 
running the software or game the disk displayed 
taunting messages.
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• Was created as what is now known as a boot sector 
virus
– a copy of the virus is downloaded off of a disk 

when the computer is booted up
– then when someone else inserts a disk into the 

computer, the virus is downloaded to the new disk 
• Began as an innocent prank 

– however this prank opened the door for numerous, 
harmful viruses to be created
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• Progressed in the 80s and 90s, when 
hackers developed new ways to steal 
information and inhibit regular computer 
use

• Took significant strides with the following 
viruses:
– “The Brain” in 1986 created in Pakistan by 

brothers Basit Amjad and Farooq Alvi
• this was a boot sector virus and technically the 

first stealth virus, which means if anyone 
attempted to view the infected sector, the virus 
would replace it with the clean, original version 
of the sector  
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Computer Worms & Viruses 
-Student Notes 

 Accompanies: Computer Worms & Viruses       1 

Directions: 
Fill in the blanks. 
 
Introduction to Computer Worms & Viruses Segment 
1. A Computer Virus 
• Is a malicious computer program created by a user with objectives to 

_____________ or steal another’s property 
• Is also referred to as _____________ 
• Is important for users to be aware of 
Computer virus: a malicious computer program created by a user with 
objective to harm or steal another’s property  
 
2. A Computer Virus 
• Is a piece of _____________attaching itself to a larger, more 

frequently used program  
– it then modifies the program 
– this is referred to as “_____________” 

• Is active and running only when the host program is active 
• Is designed to multiply and infect other programs the computer runs 
• Protect themselves by hiding in a host program 
Host Programs: a large, frequently run program attached to the virus 
Piggybacking: the act of a computer virus attaching itself to another 
computer program  
 
3. A Computer Virus 
• Begins to carry out whatever malicious activity it is supposed to, once it 

has multiplied and infected other programs 
– the malicious activity is known as the _____________ 

• Can spread fast, slow or not spread at all 
– if the virus programmer made an error in designing the virus then 

it will not spread at all 
• Can remain _____________in a computer until a specified time 
• Can delete all data and files on a computer 
Payload: the malicious activity a computer virus or worm is designed to do 
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4. A Computer Virus 
• Can affect different parts of the computer 

– such as: 
• the _____________drive 
• a CD/DVD drive 
• any type of storage device 

• Can spread through virtually any computer to server or computer to 
computer contact 

– Examples of spreading medians:  
• _____________ 
• downloading attachments or music 
• CD or thumb drive 

 
5. A Computer Worm 
• Is an _____________program  

– it does not attach itself to files or programs 
• Is classified by two types: 

– a network worm 
– a _____________worm 

Computer worm: an independent program which multiplies itself by copying 
a segment of itself onto another computer.  
 
6. A Computer Worm 
• Can contain _____________instructions to hinder a computer’s 

performance 
• Uses flaws or holes in the network to gain access to individual 

computers 
– this gives worms the ability to move extremely 

_____________through a network infecting computers 
• it could possibly infect an entire network of computers within 

seconds 
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7. A Network Worm 
• Multiplies by _____________a segment of itself onto another computer 

over a network 
– the segments of the worm, on various computers in a network, 

remain in contact with each other 
– if one segment of the worm fails or is removed, then the other 

remaining segments must find another computer, prepare it for 
the worm and then add the segment to the rest of the worm 

– this is how the worm moves through a _____________ 
Network Worm: a computer worm which copies different segments of itself 
to computers linked together in a network 

 
8. A Host Worm 
• Is completely contained on _____________running computer 
• Copies itself to another computer through a network 
• Deletes itself from the original computer, once it has moved to another 

computer 
• Does not fragment or segment itself  

– a network worm does run different segments of itself on different 
computers 

Host worm: a computer worm which _____________itself to another 
computer in a network and then deletes itself completely from the previous 
computer in which it was contained  
 
9. Similarities of a Worm & Virus 
• Include: 

– they both usually contain _____________instructions 
• designed to harm a computer and annoy a user 

– they cause an _____________amount of damage 
• the more computers the worms or viruses infect the more 

computers they have access to infect by networking 
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10. Similarities of a Worm & Virus 
• Include: 

– protecting themselves by _____________in host programs or 
changing their appearance to evade detection 

– destroying evidence of their presence and wrongdoings 
– spreading through a network, the Internet, software, e-mails or 

memory devices (such as a rewritable CD) 
– causing system or network _____________ 

 
11. Differences Between a Worm & Virus 
• Include: 

– a virus requires a _____________program 
• a worm is an independent program 

– a virus modifies other programs 
• a worm usually does not 

– a virus only _____________when the host program is running 
• a worm is always active 

 
12. Differences Between a Worm & Virus 
• Include: 

– a virus uses host programs to _____________ 
• a worm replicates itself over a network 

– a virus needs to be activated or _____________ (such as a virus 
sent through e-mail, it must be double-clicked in order for it to be 
able to run) 

• a worm does not need to be activated 
– it will move or copy itself to a computer without the 

user’s knowledge 
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13. A Summary of Differences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. A Trojan Horse 
• Is a _____________program disguised in a seemingly innocent 

program 
• Is an analogy referencing the “Trojan Horse” used by the Greeks to 

obtain access to the city of Troy 
– The Greeks were losing in the battle to overtake the city of Troy, 

so their leader, Odysseus, built a seemingly innocent giant 
wooden horse with a hollow belly, large enough for soldiers to 
hide in. He offered it to the Trojans as a sign of peace. The 
Trojans accepted the gift and celebrated their victory. Then at 
night while they were sleeping, the Greeks snuck out of the horse, 
which they were hiding in, and took the city of Troy.  

Trojan horse: a malicious program disguised _____________of another 
program seemingly beneficial or harmless  
 
15. A Trojan Horse 
• Will generally gain access to _____________areas on a computer 

– once it has gained access to these areas, it will create a back 
door 

– this gives the creator of the Trojan horse unauthorized access to 
the user’s computer and the information it contains 

• Will sometimes monitor _____________and browsing activity 
– this information is sent to companies sending the user content 

and information they did not request 
• Can be discreet 

– meaning they do not leave any trace of their presence 
 




